We studied Cassegrain-type telescope design for IACTs to reduce the weight and cost of the telescope, keeping currently achieved optical performance of Imaging Air Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs) in spot size, field of view, light collection performance. In addition to currently used prime-focus type telescope design, Classical Cassegrain and RitcheyChrétien Cassegrain optical system have been evaluated by using of an aberration theory and a ray-tracing method. We found that, in some ideal cases, the Ritchey-Chrétien optics can reduce the length of telescope down to 20% of the prime-focus optics of the same spot size at 1 degree incident angle, whereas the loss of light by the secondary mirror shadow and the second reflection is about 20% assuming a reflectivity of 85%.
Introduction
There is an unobserved energy range in gamma-ray astronomy around 10 GeV to 100 GeV, which correspond to Energy thresholds of celestial gamma-ray observatories and ground-based gamma-ray detectors such as IACTs, respectively.
An empirical cost estimation function [1] that the cost of building a telescope is proportional to the diameter to the power of 2.7, predicts that for IACTs the challenge to explore the "unopened" 10 GeV to 100 GeV regions will be very expensive if we enlarge the aperture of telescopes to lower their energy threshold.
We considered some Cassegrain optics as a possible solution to keep the modest optical performance and to save the building cost. Relationships between F-values and diameters of current and planed large aperture optical telescopes including IACTs are plotted in figure 1. Our aim is not simply enlarge the aperture but also achieve smaller F-values of the primary mirror to reduce the cost. Figure 1 . This figure shows future and current large aperture telescopes in the view of F-value (of primary mirror) and its aperture size. Note that all IACTs which plotted here are prime-focus and all optical telescopes plotted here are Cassegrain-like design (they use plural reflections). Major IACTs have similar aperture size and F-value to current optical telescopes and this relationship seems to be continued in the future plan.
Geometrical Aberration
We estimated spot sizes of 4 optical systems by integrating aberration function [2] over entrance pupil and regarding RMS of aberration as the spot size. Their optical characteristics can be summarized as follows:
• Parabolic No spherical aberration. Good timing resolution.
• Davies-Cotton [3] Less coma aberration than parabolic design. Timing resolution may be critical for large aperture IACTs.
• Classical Cassegrain No spherical aberration.
• Ritchey-Chrétien No spherical and 3rd coma aberration.
Spot size is one of important parameters for IACTs to obtain Cherenkov image parameters in order to separate gamma-ray shower events from background events. Thus we can derive telescope design limitations from the restriction of spot size through the relationships between spot size and F-value. Figure 2 shows that the parabolic design needs F≥1.2 to achieve less than 0.05 degrees in spot size at the incident angles of 1.0 degree. This means that a 30 m aperture parabolic IACT should set the camera at least 36 m away from the center of mirror. A larger F-value means a rigid and expensive support structure for prime-focus telescopes. 
Ray-tracing simulation
We executed a ray-tracing simulation to search for suitable configurations for IACTs of classical and Ritchey-Chrétien Cassegrain. We assumed following conditions:
• Camera is set at the vertex of primary mirror to simplify the model and to reduce the moment of camera. From the simulation, we found the Ritchey-Chrétien design can have smaller Fvalue for the primary mirror to satisfy these conditions than the classical design. Two set of parameters were selected as candidates as Ritchey-Chrétien designs. A) Ritchey-Chrétien, the F-value of primary mirror is 0.43; the aperture size of the secondary mirror is 17% of that of the primary. B) Ritchey-Chrétien, the F-value of primary mirror is 0.25; the aperture size of the secondary mirror is 29% of that of the primary. Figure 3 shows optical characteristics of these two designs compared to F/1.0 and F/1.2 parabolic ones. The total amount of light collection depends on mirror reflectivity; (A) 77.6% (reflectivity 80%) ~ 87.3% (reflectivity 90%) and (B) 73.4% (reflectivity 80%) ~ 82.5% (reflectivity 90%). 
Conclusion
We obtained useful relations to predict spot sizes for several types of optics to be used for IACTs. We also obtained acceptable configurations of Cassegraintype IACTs: F-values of Ritchey-Chrétien design can be less than those of prime-focus design, keeping modest spot size of less than 0.05 degrees. However, more study for the case of segmented mirrors is necessary for the realization.
